Audrey's Whirl
By Audrey Bernard-Lambert

BRONZE AND STEEL...Melvin "Steel" associates at the Mason Gross Edwards and Robert "Bronze" School of Visual Arts, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, who have been working on New Jersey. Their joint show — putting an act together and aptly entitled "Bronze and Steel" — is presented by the last 20 years. That dream Princeton Gallery of Fine Art became a reality on January 25 Princeton, New Jersey and will with the joint showing of their run at The Pyramid Gallery distinguished artistic through February 11.

endeavors at The Pyramid Gallery (468 Broadway, New York City).

Robert T. Cooke (left) and Melvin Edwards

FEBRUARY PICKS....The Dance Theatre of Harlem Edwards who was recently ("DTH") is celebrating its noted as "one of the best Twentieth Anniversary and, American sculptors" by The with the help of Anheuser- Busch Companies, will present Michael Brenson, is best known a special performance for his fusion of Modernism featuring new and revised works including excerpts from What this man does with the "Hijinska Evening" and "Creole Giselle" on Thursday. Absolutely unforgettable — just February 9, at the Davis Hall to be believed. His Theatre City College Campus — dauntless way of expressing the oppression that Black Americans have experienced via steel is mind-boggling.

Ten of his most superior works of art are included in the show that contains sculptures from his "Lynch Fragment" series which he began in 1963. Edwards' unique creations are highly influenced by African and prominent reflect historical, social, political, cultural and personal experiences of Black Americans.

Robert Cooke's rare bronze compositions attest to his artistic gift. Bob, who is a foremost ceramic sculptor, is now trying his hands at something new by using sticks and branches to form the center of his pieces, then he etches leaf and bird shapes into the bronze.

acquired skill to other young The tall, dark and richly and gifted dancers who now handsome prima ballerina will form "The Jamison Project" be the star attraction of a ("JP") and who will benefit magical evening that will kick off from a star-studded affair.
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